DIRECTORATE of ADMISSIONS and COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS

University of Kashmir
NAAC Accredited Grade-'A+'

Entrance Test Notice

For
Integrated M.Phil and Ph.D Programme (Session-2019)

It is notified for the information of all the concerned that Entrance Test for admission to Integrated M.Phil and Ph.D Programmes (session-2019) in the below mentioned disciplines/subjects shall be conducted tentatively on February 20, 2020.

1. Applied Geology
2. Geo-informatics
3. Biochemistry
4. Computer Science
5. Hindi
6. Law
7. Linguistics
8. Management Studies
9. Mass Communication and Journalism
10. Sanskrit
11. Pharmaceutical Sciences
12. Physics

Candidates (other than those exempted from appearing in the Entrance Test) who have already submitted online Applications and hard copies of their applications in the concerned Departments pursuant to advertisement notifications dated 09-05-2019 and 27-06-2019 are advised to deposit Entrance Test fee of Rs. 500/- by or before February 15, 2020 through online mode by accessing the link http://egov.uok.edu.in/courseinfo/mphil/prelogin/payentfee.aspx using your Application Form No. and Date of Birth.

Information regarding detailed Centre notice and downloading of admit cards and other instructions with regard to the Entrance Test shall be uploaded on the official website of the University soon.

Note:- For any query candidates can approach office of the Directorate of Admissions & Competitive Examinations, University of Kashmir

No.F (Ent-IPHD -2019) DACE/KU/20
Dated: 04-02-2020

Copy to the:
- Dean Research for information;
- Deans of the concerned Schools for information;
- Heads of the concerned Departments for information;
- Director, Directorate of IT & SS for information and further necessary action;
- Special Secretary to the Vice-Chancellor for information of the Vice-Chancellor;
- Assistant Registrar, Research for information;
- Media Advisor for publication of the above notice in one English and one Urdu leading local dailies of J&K;
- PA to the Dean Academic Affairs/Registrar/Controller of Examinations for information of the Dean Academic Affairs/Registrar/Controller of Examinations;
- Admission File.